Spike timing-dependent synaptic plasticity in visual cortex: a modeling study.
Recent studies show that synaptic modification depends critically on the relative spike timing of pre- and postsynaptic neurons. Here we explore the functional implications of spike timing-dependent synaptic plasticity in the visual cortex using a model circuit with modifiable intracortical excitatory connections. First we simulated the experiments using two-point stimuli, in which two visual stimuli in a topographically represented feature space were repeatedly presented in quick succession, and found that tuning of the cortical neurons was modified in a manner similar to that observed experimentally. We then explored the dependence of results on the model parameter and identified the intracortical parameters that were critical for the magnitude of the shifts and obtained a simple relationship between the amount of shift and (S=(sigmaEXTCrec_exc)/sigmaINHCrec_inh). Finally we investigated the effects of moving stimuli in a topographically represented visual space and found that they can effectively induce spike timing-dependent modification of the intracortical connections. It suggests the importance of moving stimuli in dynamic modification of the cortical maps through spike timing-dependent synaptic plasticity.